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ABSTRACT 
Storage of alkali and transition 

functionalized B3N3H6 for hydrogen 

storage has been studied using Density 

Functional Theory method. We found that 

B3N3H6Li, B3N3H6Ti can interact with 

maximum two and five hydrogen molecules 

respectively with respective gravimetric 

hydrogen uptake capacity of 4.40 and 7.28 

wt % respectively. The uptake capacity has 

been calculated excluding the weight of 

hydrogen atoms which are bonded to 

Boron and Nitrogen. The hydrogen 

adsorption energies, different structural 

parameters are obtained for these 

complexes. The hydrogen adsorption 

energies obtained are in the range of 

physisorption and chemisorptions which is 

essential for a material to be ideal for 

hydrogen storage.  
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RESEARCH PAPER 
 

 

1. Introduction 

 Present energy sources like fossil fuels not only cause air pollution and 

destruct our precious ozone layer but are also limited in their supply. We have to find another 

energy source which should be unlimited in its supply and should be environment friendly.  

Considering the increasing air pollution and exploitation of fossil energy resources, the 

implementation of new energy concept is essential for the future industrialized society[1-2]. 

Hydrogen has been proposed as an ideal energy carrier and clean fuel for the future. It is also 

expected to be used as an alternative for fossil fuel. As scientist look for alternative energy 

source, fuel cells operate in a basic environment have garnered much attention. Hydrogen is 

the most abundant element in the universe and has the special characteristics like colorless at 

normal temperature and pressure, lower in density, lower melting and boiling points, high 

diffusion coefficient and high specific heat capacity etc. It has the highest energy content than 

any common fuel by weight (about three times more than the gasoline), but the lowest energy 

content by volume (about four times less than the gasoline). At temperatures below −262 °C 

hydrogen exists as a solid with a density of 70.6 kg/m3. Hydrogen has all the good qualities 

for using it to generate electricity when it is used in a fuel cell.  However storing the 

hydrogen on broad vehicles is the major problem.  

 

There are different techniques available to store hydrogen each with its own 

advantages and disadvantages. For hydrogen economy to be a reality the problem of 

hydrogen storage needs to be solved. Hydrogen storage research is important for mobile and 

stationary applications. For mobile hydrogen storage, the material based storage system must 

meet the needs of hydrogen fuel cell vehicles in terms of volume, weight, percent hydrogen, 

cost, fast adsorption and desorption kinetics. Materials based stationary hydrogen 

applications must be more cost effective and energy efficient than pressurized gaseous 

hydrogen storage or uniquely meet particular requirements of specific stationary applications.  

 

Finding a suitable material with high hydrogen uptake capacity and faster H2 

adsorption desorption kinetics will help us to use fuel cells in automobile sector and will 

convert our transportation system from one dominated by oil to one dominated by hydrogen. 

The important benefit of a hydrogen storage economy is that fuel cells are non- polluting and 

no carbon emissions are produced. When electricity is generated using fuel cell, the only 

byproduct it gives as a water and some heat is also produced which can be used for other 

applications. If every vehicle on a road is powered by fuel cell, then there will be no air 

pollution, which is the requirement for the clean and green environment. One of the 

difficulties in hydrogen economy to be a reality is finding a suitable material for hydrogen 

storage with high uptake capacity and faster adsorption and desorption kinetics at ambient 

conditions. Different groups at national and international levels are involved for the 

development of a material for hydrogen storage. Tremendous efforts have been made for the 

development of material that can hold sufficient hydrogen in terms gravimetric and 

volumetric densities and kinetic properties. It includes carbon nanotubes, metal organic and 

inorganic frame work, chemical hydrides, polymers nanocomposites etc. [3-20]. Most of the 

studies are focused on organometallic structures. As compared to the small organometallic 

complexes, metal decorated inorganic (inorganometallic) complexes have received less 

attention as a hydrogen storage material. In this work we are going to study the H2 uptake 
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capacity of inorganometallic (IOM) complexes using quantum chemical methods and verify 

whether it satisfies the targets set by U.S. DOE.  

 

2. Computational details 

We optimized the geometries of TM doped borazine using Density Functional Theory 

with PBEPBE method, alongwith 6-311G(d, p) level basis set. All calculations were 

performed using the Gaussian suite of programs [21,22,23].The averaged adsorption energy 

without zero point energy correction (ΔE) is calculated as  

ΔE = {E[B3N3H6]+(n*E[H2])-E[B3N3H6 (nH2)]}/n 

Here E[X] is the total energy of X without zero point energy correction and IOM is B3N3H6 

The averaged adsorption energy with zero point energy correction (ΔEZPE) is calculated as  

ΔEZPE = {EZPE[B3N3H6]+(n*EZPE[H2])-EZPE[B3N3H6(nH2)]}/n, 

where EZPE[X] is the total energy of X with zero point energy correction.  

The averaged adsorption energy with Gibbs free energy correction (ΔEG) is calculated as  

ΔEG = {EG[B3N3H6]+ (n*EG[H2])-EG[B3N3H6 (nH2)]}/n 

where EG[X] stands for the total energy of X with Gibbs free energy correction. 

Various interaction energies for H2 adsorbed complexes are obtained using many-body 

analysis technique. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

 Figure 1 shows optimized structures of B3N3H6M(M=Li, Ti) complexes at 

PBEPBE/6-311G (d, p) level of theory. Two and five H2 molecules are adsorbed on Li and Ti 

metal atoms. The H2 uptake capacity of the B3N3H6Li, B3N3H6Ti complexes is found to be 

4.40, 7.28, wt % respectively.  

Table 1 shows structural parameters for TM doped borazine before and after 

adsorption of H2 molecules. As can be seen from Table 1, the Ring-M  atom bond length 

B3N3H6Li, B3N3H6Ti, B3N3H6Li(2H2), B3N3H6Ti(5H2) complexes is found to be 2.53, 2.51, 

2.53, 2.72 respectively. After the adsorption of H2 molecules on Ti the bond lenths is 

elogated, no change is observed in the Li doped complexes. Two H2 molecules are adsobed 

on B3N3H6Li complex at a distance of 1.90 Å. Five hydrogen molecules are adsorbed on 

B3N3H6Ti complex in that one hydrogen molecule is disociated.The H2 molecules are 

adsorbed at a ditance of 1.99, 1.87, 1.80, 1.87 and 1.74-1.88 Å respectively.  

Calculated averaged H2 adsorption energies without (ΔE), with zero point energy 

correction (ΔEZPE) and with Gibbs free energy correction (ΔEG) at 298.15 K and 1 atm. 

pressure are presented in Table 2 for maximum H2 adsorbed complexes. Table 2 shows the 

H2 adsorption on B3N3H6Li complexes is energetically unfavourable at ambient conditions 

whereas it is favourable on B3N3H6Ti complexes. It can also be seen from Table 2 that the 

zero point energy correction for adsorption energy is significant and not negligible. The H2 

adsorption energies for Li doped borazine are lower than that for the Ti doped borazine 

systems indicating weak interaction of H2 molecules with the former than the latter.  

Since adsorption of two H2 molecules on B3N3H6Li complexes is energetically 

unfavorable at ambient conditions. Also, we have calculated H2 adsorption energies at 

different temperatures to know the suitable temperature range over which H2 adsorption is 

energetically favorable. For obtaining H2 adsorption energies at different temperatures, the 

pressure is kept constant as 1 atm. Figure 3 shows temperature dependent H2 adsorption 

energies respectively for B3N3H6Li(2H2) and B3N3H6Ti(5H2) complexes. Figure 3 shows that 

H2 adsorption on B3N3H6Ti complexes is energetically favourable at all the temperatures 

considered here at PBEPBE/6-311G (d, p) level of theory. H2 adsorption on B3N3H6Li is 

possible below 125 K .  
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The stability of H2 adsorbed complexes is confirmed by the gap between Highest 

Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO) and Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital (LUMO). 

The HOMO-LUMO gap with successive adsorption of H2 molecules for all the four 

complexes is shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that the HOMO-LUMO gap for the 

B3N3H6Li(2H2) and B3N3H6Ti(5H2) complexes maximum is found to be 1.90 and  2.50eV 

respectively. It is observed that the substitution of boran and nitrogen can enhance the 

stability the complexes. Also HOMO-LUMO gap for the H2 adsorbed complexes is higher 

than that for the respective isolated organometallic complexes indicating more kinetic 

stability of former than the latter. 

 

Conclusions  
Density functional theory with PBEPBE functionals and 6-311G (d, p) basis set have 

been used to study the effect of boron and nitrogen substitution on H2 uptake capacity of Li 

and  Ti decorated benzene. Boron substitution enhances the H2 uptake capacity of benzene 

Electronic structure calculations show that two and five H2 molecules get adsorbed on 

B3N3H6Li and B3N3H6Ti complex respectively. The H2 uptake capacity predicted here for the 

boron and nitrogen substituted TM doped benzene complexes is satisfying the target set by 

US DOE-2025. 
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Table 1: Structural parameter B3N3H6M(nH2) (n=  0, 1, 2)(M=Li, Ti) complexes obtained at PBEPBE/6-311G(d,p) level with subsequent 

addition of H2 molecules. Bond lengths are in Å 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------ 

Complex  RING-TM  TM-1H2  TM-2H2  TM-3H2  TM-4H2  TM-5H2 

   (avg) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

B3 N3H6Li  2.53   ------   ------   ------   ------   ------  

B3 N3H6Li(2H2) 2.53   1.90   1.90   ------   ------   ------  

B3 N3H6Ti  2.21   ------   ------   ------   ------   ------ 

B3 N3H6Ti(5H2) 2.72   1.99   1.87   1.80   1.87  1.88-1.74* 

 

* Indicates dissociation of hydrogen molecule 
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Table 2. Calculated averaged H2 adsorption energy without (∆E), with zero point energy 

correction (∆EZPE) and with Gibbs free energy correction (∆EG) in eV at 298.15K for 

B3N3H6M(nH2) (n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5)(M=Li, Ti) complexes obtained at PBEPBE/6-

311G(d, p) level of theory. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Complex   ∆E  ∆EG  ∆EZPE 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

B3 N3H6Li(2H2)  0.19  -0.20  0.08   

B3 N3H6Ti(5H2)   0.73    0.26  0.56 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Caption to Figures 
Figure 1. Optimized structures of  B3N3H6Li(2H2) and B3N3H6Ti(5H2) at PBEPBE/6-311G(d, 

p) level of theory. 

Figure 2. Temperature dependent Gibbs free energy corrected adsorption energies for  

B3N3H6Li(2H2) and B3N3H6Ti(5H2) complexes at PBEPBE/6-311G(d, p) level of theory. 

Figure 3-.  HOMO-LUMO gap with successive addition of H2 molecules on B3N3H6Li and 

B3N3H6Ti complexes at PBEPBE/6-311G(d, p) level of theory. 
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Figure 3 
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